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“Structural Control” remains a crucial point that is frequently absent in scientific and/or economic
analyses of ore deposits, whatever their type and class, although a selection of references illustrates its
importance [1–5]. The case of lode deposits is particularly adapted, but other types, like breccia pipes,
stockwork, massive sulphides, skarn, etc., also concern Structural Control. Works on the Structural
Control of ore deposits are not abundant in the recent literature, and, as frequently suggested, structural
geology often is not sufficiently developed in the exploration programs of many mining camp’s
strategies. A few compilations have been devoted to this theme in the last two decades, such as (i) the
special publication of the Geological Society of London, concerned with the link between fracturing,
flow, and mineralization [6], (ii) the review of the Society of Economic Geology, devoted to Structural
Control [7], (iii) a special publication of the Geological Society of London, looking to study the genetic
link that can exist between mineralization and orogenic domains [8], and finally, (iv) a special issue
of the Journal of Structural Geology, devoted to the application of Structural Geology in mineral
exploration and mining [9]. In addition to these four compilations, only a few publications have been
concerned with this theme, and most of them are dated before the year 2000. These publications mostly
concerned vein internal infilling textures [10,11], the vein formation model, with the contribution and
controversy of the crack seal, dissolution-precipitation, diffusion, and seismic-valves mechanisms
(e.g., [12–16]). In his review, Chauvet [17] discussed of some of these concepts, in order to highlight
the role and the significance of pre-existing structures in the formation of vein-style deposits.

Three publications of this volume explore the development of mineralization in the specific
context of orogenic domains. Cugerone et al. [18] offer a detailed study of a rather complex Pb–Zn
mineralisation developed within the orogenic Hercynian Pyrenees during two mineralization stages,
each of them linked with a deformational event. The syntectonic primary mineralization is remobilized
and helps the formation of the second one. The same approach is used within the two following
contributions on the same theme [19,20]. Funedda et al. [19] and Fridovsky et al. [20] also used
a detailed description of the relationships between mineralization and deformation in deformed
domains, such as the Variscan domain of Sardinia and the Verkhovansk-Kolyma folded region of
NE Russia. Funedda et al. [19] pay close attention to the opening process of structures that will
serve as traps for mineralised fluid catching, a fact that is fundamental in any tectonic understanding
of a mineralised vein system [17]. Fridovsky et al. [20] also proposed a pluri-deformational model
associated with multiple stages of mineralisation formation.

The relationship between magmatism, regional tectonic context, and mineralization remain a
question that has still been debated in several recent publications [21,22], thus demonstrating that
this question is still relevant and may help in the distinction between intrusion-related, orogenic
deposits and the Cu–Au-rich porphyry types. Two contributions explore new methods of investigation
that provide an innovative vision of the relationship between magmatism and mineralization.
Song et al. [23] examine the consequences of the telescoping of two mineralized systems (a subsequent
epithermal system affects a primary porphyric one within the Tiegelongnan Porphyry and the
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epithermal overprinting Cu (Au) deposit, Central Tibet, China) with a focus on the role of the
dislocation effects on ore reserve calculations and future deposits discoveries. Tuduri et al. [24]
suggest an original way to demonstrate the genetic link between mineralization and magmatism by
establishing that both are developed in the same regional tectonic context, in the highly mineralised
Moroccan Anti-Atlas. This contribution represents an indirect but efficient way to relatively date the
emplacement of magmatism and mineralization formations, and their relationships.

In the past, the concept of a gold-bearing shear zone has not given satisfying results in terms of
our understanding of gold deposits, and has been more or less totally abandoned, except within few
specific sectors of the Canadian shield in which the role of major crustal faults is still at the centre
of the accepted models [25]. In the domain of economic geology, faults are fundamental structures
that can have two contrasting behaviours: (i) Hydrogeological barriers that help the concentration
of ore, as demonstrated by the contribution of Grare et al. [26] in the case of the Kiggavik uranium
example (Canada), and (ii) a zone of permeability that can favour fluid circulation and can serve
as a guide for the mineralisation trapping. The work of Maciel et al. [27] proposes a surprising
example in which fault occurrences have a negative role for clay authigenesis efficiency; this work also
discusses the consequence on reservoir characteristics. Sun et al. [28] end the section on relations with
brittle tectonics by presenting an innovative GIS-based spatial analysis of mineral deposit patterns
in correlation with detailed structural features, in order to propose some implications on Structural
Control. The chosen example was provided from the Copper deposit of the Tongling Ore district of
Eastern China.

Concerning other orebodies than vein-type ones, volcanic-hosted massive sulphide deposits
(VHMS) have been recently the subject of much debate, specifically with the suggestion of a significant
contribution of “replacement processes” in their modes of formation [29,30]. In addition, it has
been demonstrated that stockwork within VHMS environments can result in subsequent syntectonic
veining instead of earlier veins related to feeder zones [31]. Indeed, the observation of stockwork
within a VHMS context needs to be considered with particular attention because of the possible
coexistence of the two types of stockwork: the one related to the feeder zone and the other the result of
subsequent deformation [17]. It has been suggested that the second event and associated metal may
contribute significantly to a relative enrichment in VHMS environment. Without any reference to some
replacement process, the contribution of Admou et al. [32] ends the special issue with a very attractive
formation model of the Moroccan Guemassa VHMS deposit, strongly involving the active role of
normal faults and Structural Control, since the beginning of the volcanic activity. In fact, it appears
that most of the VHMS deposits certainly do not present the classical geometrical model exhibited
within all teaching books, but instead form by wall-rock replacement (metasomatism) strongly helped
by the re-using of pre-existing structures, such as folds, unconformities, and/or fault and deformation
features. Such a contribution is frequently underestimated.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflicts of interest.
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